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Building on the innovative portfolio of operational reporting services, IDS would like to introduce the
latest addition to the DataNet2 suite. TourNet Pro is the advanced reporting and analytics system
providing the unique ability for the drilling contractor to track and analyse their operational
performance. Available for the first time, TourNet Pro is a customisable web-based system providing
you with a collaborative database of all daily operational reporting and analyses; including equipment
maintenance, downtime analysis, and an electronic IADC report.
Taking the electronic IADC report several steps further, TourNet Pro employs a role-based user interface
to efficiently collect relevant operational data and in turn provide valuable metrics, KPIs, and analytics in
the field, as well as in the office. This collaborative approach to data collection, in addition to the
integration with other systems, provides for improved efficiency in your operations through minimising
cross-functional data inputs and increasing the integrity of your data.
Key functionality in TourNet Pro includes productive time and rate tracking for downtime analysis, as
well as operational forecasts and look aheads for rig operations. In addition, this collaborative
environment provides historical and preventative maintenance records on rig equipment, mud pumps,
BOPs, and engine room components. With all this information in a central database with pre-defined
and customisable dashboards, KPIs, and reporting, the drilling contractor is able to understand their
operational performance like never before.
If you would like to hear more about how TourNet Pro can enhance your operational performance
please contact IDS at info@idsdatanet.com.

About IDS:
For over fifteen years, IDS has been providing customised solutions for the upstream oil and gas
industry. With the remarkable DataNet2 suite of web-based software modules, IDS bridges the gap
between data and knowledge in operational activities. Whether it is through daily drilling and geological
reporting, graphical data analysis and dashboard-delivered KPIs, or the tracking of inventory to the rig
site and downhole, IDS provides software solutions completely tailored to the business of upstream data
management.
Utilising the skills of industry-experienced engineers in conjunction with advanced IT thinking, IDS strives
to be at the very forefront of operational reporting and analysis innovation. As strong supporter of data
integration, the web-based DataNet2 system minimises data entry and maximizes data integrity. A
pioneering cost model and 24/7 Support Centre ensures clients are set up to succeed , with a system
that supports organisation wide collaboration for the drilling project life-cycle, from initial concept to
final decommissioning.

